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’MULTIPLE MECHANISMS IN THE THERMALLY -4CTIVATED 
PLASTIC FLOW OF TANTALUM 

WiIliam H. Gourdin and David H. Lassiln 

Chemistry & Materials Science Department, University of Calgornia, 
Lawrence Livermore Natioral Laboratory, Livermore, Calgornia 94.551 

We argue that many of the features of the plastic flow behavior of tantalum can be described by a 
model that incorporates a two-component Peierls-type mechanism and an fcc-like obstacle 
mechanism in series. We compare the resuits of calcuiations based on such a model with flow data 
for unalloyed tantalum over a wide range of strain rates and a modest range of temperatures. 

INTRODUCTION 

As in other body-centered-cubic (bcc) metals, 
the mechanical properties of tantalum display 
marked temperature and strain-rate dependences 
(1-3). Based on observations of tungsren alloys, we 
recently suggested (4) that the presence of tungsten 
somehow suppresses the “Peieris” mechanism that 
dominates the initial flow stress, leaving only an 
“obstacle” mechanism similar to that found in face - 
centered-cubic (fcc) metals (5-7). From this, we 
infer that unalloyed tantalum plastic flow occurs via 
a series combination of thermally activated 
“Peierk” and “obstacle” barriers that are compara- 
ble in magnitude and hence dominate the flow in 
different regimes of deformation, strain rate, and 
temperature. Because the mechanicaI threshold 
associated with the obstacle mechanism increases 
with deformation, work hardening appears in a 
natural way. In this paper, we explore the viability 
of such a model by comparing calculated results to 
flow curves for unalloyed tantalum over a wide 
strain-rate range and a modest temperature range. 

MODEL DESCRIPTIOS 

To propagate plastic flow, a dislocation must 
overcome both obstacles and Peierls barriers, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The total fransit time between 
two obstacles is the sum of the time needed to 
overcome the first obstacle and aI I  the Peieris 
barriers in between. Assuming Boltzrnann probabii- 
ities for overcoming the energy barriers. the transit 
time is 

Activation energy “Obstacles” 
for dislocation / 

“Peierls” barriers 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of IWO b3mers IO dislocs- 
tion motion in senes. 

where YO and v p  are the attempt frequencies and np 
is the number of Peieris barriers. The strain rate is 
proportional to the average dislocation speed .i./fT: 

En 

Equation ( 2 )  is the fundamental expression of h e  
model that we propose for unalloyed tantalum.* 

The activation free energy of the initial flow 
suess of tantalum as a function of the thermal stress 
G~ = 0 - G~ (0, is the athermal stress) is shown in 
Fig. 2 (I). To reproduce the apparent rapid increase 
in G, €or very small G,, we used the expression 
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Dislocation drag couid easily be inciuded in this expression, 

but it has iitde iniluence under the conditions or our expen- 
Xlnenw. 



Thermal stresslly7) 
FIGURE 2. Activation energy at yield for unalloyed xanralum 3s 
a funaim of rhe thermd portion of the applied suess. 

where the secondary energy G 3 and mess sipz cue 
selected to agree with the data in Fig. 2.* We asso- 
ciate the first term with the Peierls energy reported 
in previous work, and the threshold stress asso- 
ciated with it, does not change wirh deform- 
ation. The function f in this first term is close to the 
parabolic forms used elsewhere (2), but it deviates 
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~n this expression, the factor NO = ,u(i)/p(TBs) normalizes 
the stresses to the tanpenturedependent shear modulus. 

from this at large stresses to accommochre observed 
behavior at low temperatures and high smin mtes. 

The “obstacle” term in Eq. (2) is treated in a 
manner identical with that for copper (6,7). T’ne 
energ of activation over the barrier is given by 

The mechanical threshold ci, incre3ses wiin defor- 
mation as prescribed by the empiricai expression 
(67) 
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where n = p(T)@A/E. 
Equations (2) and (4)-(6) as well as a specified 

form for the function f in Eq. (3) constitute the 
mathematical realizarion of the simple concept of 
Fig. 1. Parameter values are collected in Tables 1 
and 2, and the curve for the functionf in Eq. (3) is 
shown in Fig. 2. We take P = 1 in Eq. (2). 

TABLE 1. Physical Conscants and Non-adiustable Model Parameters 
Quantity Description Valuemnits 

P Temperm~re-dependent s a w  modulus: u = N[ i - W,(T - 300)) 
!AI Shear modulus at 300 K 69 
wu duJ& ar 300 K -2.91 x 10- K - -  

Temperamre-dependent specific hear c3 = (4.1868/.W‘B T lG-‘Cfi 

GP3 

3,kZJX 
‘Lf hlokcuiar weight 180.948 x IO-‘ ~ZJIRC: 

B c? coefficient 5.S2 cdjmci 
C c:, ccefficienr 0.78 c d h o i  
b Burgers w s o r  3 . 3 6 ~  ~ ; i  

Wi.3 Boi-~nann’s cansunt diviaed by c e., i x 10- cp&K 
? Obstacle activation ene:gy exponen: -. - --. 
L7 Obscacie actlvmon energy e.c?cner.r 

Smm-rxz pre-exponenrii ;!j 5 -  

ad, Dunensionless obstacie acwai:cn: q oc) = Gmy’iL;295 K;b- 3.59-1 



TABLE 2. Adiustable Model Parameters 
Parameter Units EauationfDefmition Vaice 

a, GPa q=o-a ,  0.05 

gp1 - gpl = GpI/p(7)@ O . O S 7  

OPl 
gp2 

OP2 

.3 GPa 1 2 

GPa 3 0.056 
7 6.2 GPa @ GPa 7 i3 

GPa 5 6.5 
GPa 6 0.605 

A - - 0.115 

- gp2 = G$jpmd 0.0-4 

GOSO 

RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO 
EXPERlMENTAL DATA 

Ingots of unalloyed tantalum* were forged, 
rolled, and annealed to yield material with a uni- 
form grain size of 35 to 38 pm. Cylindrical speci- 
mens 0.5 cm in dia. by 0.5 cm high were prepared 
and tested on a conventional hydraulic test machine 
and a compressive split Hopkinson pressure bar 
(SHPB). 

and 
&p2 are compared with our data in Fig. s! The 
model reproduces the initial yield stresses very 
well, and at large strains, the agreement remains 
reasonably good because obstacle hardening 
eventwily becomes the dominant mechanism. At 
smaller strains where the Peierls mechanism 
dominates, however, plateaus of constant flow 
stress much wider that those observed dominate the 
calculated flow curves. To remedy this, we allowed 
the threshold stress bp2in Eq. (3) to increse wirh 
deformation according to 

Calculations at 298 K with constant 6 

0.70 
(-.\ -ep2 I-- \ ( I  1 

-- d 6 p 2  [ :;;o) 
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This expression has no physical meaning of which 
we are aware, and we have selected it because it has 
a form consistent with data at 77 K (Fig. 3) .  

Flow curves recalculated with this modification 
are compared with the experimental data in Figs. 4 
and 5. At morn temperature (Fig. 5), the improve- 
ment in the agreement at intermediate strains is 
striking. Similarly, the description of the SHPB 
results (Fig. 4 )  is much improved, with modes: 
hardening controlled by Eq. (7) a prominent feature. 

* C a b t  Corporation. Boyentown. Pmsyivank. LSx. 
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of model ulcdations for cmsunt 6 
and 6 with experimennl observations for various srnin mes'j~ 
298 K!kalculations assume deformation take placa isothermally. 
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FIGL'RE 4. Comparison of model calculations for cmscant 6 
and variable 6 ,[Eq. (7)l wilh experimental observations for?' 
high and low sfram rates at various temperaiures. Deformauons 
at 400 and 77 K are assumed to take piace isothermally, but rhe 
SHPB experiment is assumed LO be adiabatic. 
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FIGL'RE 5. Comparison ofmodc! cdcuiations for cmsxi3i 5- 
2nd varisbie e-, [Eq. (7)j with experimental observations fer'. 
various strsin &ies at various tcnpentures. C3 ic~3ums  s s s u x  
deformation wkcs piace isolhermrllly. 



Some hardening o€ the flow mess at 77 K is ais0 
apparent, but here the agreement is not comp1e:ely 
satisfactory. As expected, the introduction of Eq. 
(7) has no effect on the flow curve at 400 K (Fig. 4) 
because the obstacle term dominates ail but a very 
limited initial flow regime. 

DrscussroN 
Our model describes the initial flow stress of 

tantalum well over a wide range of strain rate and a 
modest range of temperature. Although the curve 
for Gp given in Fig. 2 falls slightly above the data of 
Conrad (l), the agreement is acceptable, in view or‘ 
the sensitivity of the flow stress of untalurn tc 
solutes and interstitials. Certainly the value of G,]  
that we find (Table 2) is within the range of values 
reported in the literature (2,8-10). 

Screw dislocations are a characteristic of the 
microstructure of deformed bcc metals and are 
known to carry much of the plastic deformation. 
particularly at low temperatures (10,ll). While this 
provides a structural rationalization for the 
dominance of the Peierls mechanism in determining 
the initial flow stress in tantalum, the secondary 
term proposed in Eq. (3) has no such obvious 
analog. One plausible suggestion is the non- 
coplanar dissociation of the dislocation core (2,8), 
but the magnitude of the activation energy 
associated with such a mechanism has not been 
estimated. Furthermore, it is not clear why opz 
shouId increase with increasing deformation. 
Nevertheless, calculations clearly show that our 
model can describe at least semi-quantitatively the 
crossing of the hardening curves for unalloyed 
tantalum noted in (4). It thus may provide a naturai 
explanation for this otherwise puzzling behavior oi  
the hardening as a function of strain rate. 

At low strain rates or elevated temperatures. 
obstacles appear to dominate the flow curves afrer 
initial yield. The shape of such flow curves, deter- 
mined by Eq. (3, applies equally well to both bcc 
and fcc metals. This suggests that the mechanism of 
plastic flow, broadly speaking, is the same for bcth 
materials under these deformation conditions. 

C 

CONCLUSIONS 
Our model provides a plausible framework r’cr 

describing the well-known yield behavior of kcc 
metals and their hardening in an integrated m i  
physically motivated manner. From this work, a.e 
conclude the following: 

Deformation of unalloyed unuIum is conuoiled 
by a series combination of (1) a “Peierls” mech- 
anism with a small activation energy (O.il.0 eV) 
and a large threshold stress (-1.0 GPa) and (2j an 
“obstacle” mechanism with a large activation 
energy (-10 eV) and a small threshold stress that 
increases with deformation. 
The Peierls term consists of a larger and dom- 
inant component (0.85 eV) associated with a 
constant threshold stress (1.3 GPa) and a smaller 
component (0.35 eV) associated wirh an initially 
small threshold stress. 
To reproduce the flow behavior of unalloyed 
untalum at intermediate strains, this secondary 
threshoid stress must increase with deformation. - At very low strain rates or elevated temperatures, 
hardening of unalloyed tantalum can be described 
by the same relationships as obstacle hardening in 
fcc metds. 
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